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Abstract

In this paper, the complexity and some other properties of several multi-

stage problems with a non-regular performance measure are investigated.

Mainly, we deal with two-machine problems. The problems are extensions
of a one-machine problem with a common due date and a non-regular opti-

mization criterion, where the sum of absolute deviations of the completion

times from the due date is to be minimized. There are two reasonable

generalizations: Either, the objective function is kept the same as in the

one-machine problem, where the completion time is now the completion

time of the last operation of the job, or a second penalty is added to this

term which takes into account the storage costs of the intermediate. For

both types of problems, we study the ow shop, the job shop, and the open

shop environment. In the case of intermediate storage costs, we distinguish

the cases of a due date d = 0 (which leads to a regular optimization crite-

rion) and a non-restrictive due date. We obtain the following results. The
two-machine ow shop problem with intermediate storage costs de�ned in

this paper is NP-hard in the strong sense for d = 0 as well as for a non-

restrictive due date. We prove the similar results for the two-machine open

shop problem. In absence of intermediate storage costs, the open shop and

the job shop problem are polynomially solvable for a non-restrictive due

date.

Scope and purpose

The just-in-time production philosophy has lead to a growing interest in
scheduling problems considering both earliness and tardiness penalties. Most
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publications considering these so-called non-regular objective functions are de-
voted to single-stage problems. This paper describes the two main approaches to
extend the objective function to multi-stage environments and investigates the
computational complexity of the problems obtained. The investigations in this
paper may serve as a starting point for the development of appropriate algorithms
for the type of problem considered.
Keywords: scheduling, ow shop, non-regular criterion, common due date

1 Motivation and Introduction

In this paper, we will deal with a broad spectrum of objective functions and hence
our results will apply to many di�erent problems occurring in manufacturing. In
principle, these objective functions include at least two of three di�erent types of
penalties, which can be motivated as follows:

1. Penalties arising from exceeding the contractually alotted delivery date are
the most common (explicit contract penalties, consumer dissatisfaction).

2. A penalty for an early completion of a job is appropriate for modelling cap-
ital intensive manufacturing processes, where the costs for bounded capital
are an important part of the overall costs.

3. Intermediate storage costs contribute considerably to overall costs in chem-
ical industry, if the intermediate is not stable.

Obviously, all these costs appear in practice, but their importance varies with
the problem type.

A signi�cant part of scheduling literature is dealing with problems based ex-
clusively on penalties of type 1. Nevertheless, the growing interest in industry in
just-in-time production has created a need for mathematical models which are
capable of reecting the underlying concept. As a consequence, in addition to
the common penalties (tardiness - type 1) for a completion after the negotiated
due date d for all jobs, there have been introduced earliness penalties (type 2)
for a completion before the due date.

One-machine problems with earliness and tardiness penalties have been stud-
ied intensively. One of the earliest papers on this topic is the work of Kanet.1 He
studied the minimization of the total deviation from a common non-restrictive due
date. A due date is non-restrictive if it is not early enough to act as a constraint
on the scheduling decision. We will discuss the term non-restrictive thoroughly
in Section 2. Kanet provided an algorithm to solve the problem optimally for
jobs of set N = f1; : : : ; ng in O(n logn) time: Let m = bn+1

2
c. A permutation

� = (�1; : : : ; �n) of the jobs i = 1; : : : ; n is generated such that for the processing
times pi (i = 1; : : : ; n) of the jobs holds p�1 � p�n � p�2 � p�n�1 � � � � � p�m.
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We will refer to this permutation as the \Kanet-order". Then the jobs are sched-
uled such that there is no idle-time in-between the jobs. Thus, the schedule is
completely determined by, for example, the completion time C�m of job �m. If n
is odd, the completion time C�m = d yields an optimal schedule. For even n, all
values of the interval [d; d + pm] for the completion time C�m de�ne an optimal
schedule. For the case of a restrictive due date, the problem is NP-hard in the
ordinary sense.2

In contrast to one-stage problems, there are only a few papers dealing with
multi-stage systems. There are two obvious extensions of the one-machine prob-
lem to a ow shop problem with � machines. First, one can simply sum up the
absolute deviations of the total completion times Ci of the jobs from the due
date. Sarper3 studied the problem F2jdi = dj

P
jCi � dj (notation according

to Graham et al.4) giving a mixed integer formulation of the problem and three
heuristics. Gupta et al.5 investigated the problem F2jdi = dj

P
fi(Ci), where

the functions fi(x) are non-increasing for x � d and non-decreasing for x � d.
In the following, we denote this monotonicity condition as Condition (M). For
the special case of fi = f for all jobs, they presented an enumerative algorithm
capable of solving instances with up to 20 jobs on a PC over a wide range of
due date values. A second generalization of the one-machine problem is to add
the storage costs of the intermediates (penalties of type 3). Denote with si j
(ci j) the starting (completion) time of job i on machine Mj (j = 1; : : : ; �). A
straightforward way of implementing intermediate storage costs is to simply add
the term

P��1
j=1

Pn
i=1(si j+1 � ci j) to the objective function of the corresponding

one-machine problem. Note that both types of extensions to the ow shop have
their merits. The �rst is more convenient if the storage costs of the interme-
diates are negligible, whereas the second is more appropriate if both costs are
comparable. Both approaches are taken into account in the present paper.

For sake of brevity, we will not give the condition di = d explicitly in the
problem notation if the common due date occurs explicitly in the objective func-
tion. Thus, we will write F2jj

P
jCi � dj +

P
(si 2 � ci 1) instead of F2jdi =

dj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si 2 � ci 1) from now on.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows that the models with-
out intermediate storage costs are polynomially solvable for the case of a non-
restrictive due date. Then, Section 3 gives some basic properties for the prob-
lem F�jj

P
jCi � dj+

P��1
j=1

Pn
i=1(si j+1 � ci j) and an enumerative algorithm for

F2jj
P

jCi�dj+
P
(si 2�ci 1). In Section 4, we prove that this problem is NP-hard

in the strong sense for a restrictive and a non-restrictive due date. In Section 5,
we prove the same claim for the corresponding open shop problem.
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2 Constraintness and Restrictivity

In this section, we will discuss two terms which are used to classify non-regular
problems.

2.1 Constraintness

For regular optimization criteria, the objective function value of a schedule cannot
be reduced by inserting additional idle time, due to the monotonicity property
of the objective function. An optimal schedule of the Kanet-problem, however,
may have idle time before the �rst job is processed. Szwarc6 distinguishes two
models:

De�nition 1 Denote with t the starting time of the �rst job in a non-regular
one-machine problem. If t is �xed, the problem is called constrained. If t is not
�xed, the problem is called unconstrained.

Unless mentioned explicitly, we consider only unconstrained problems.

2.2 Restrictivity

We will now analyze the unconstrained problems further. Kanet assumes in his
article that d �

Pn
i=1 pi. In his paper, he calls such a due date \restricted" in

order to express that this due date cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Nevertheless, the
term \restrictive due date" is used in contradictory meanings in the papers which
appeared later. This is due to the fact that the value of the due date relative
to the problem data strongly inuences the validity of algorithms developed for
a problem type. Whereas Kanet's algorithm is not valid for relatively small
due dates, the branch and bound algorithm developed by Bagchi et al.7 assumes
that the due date is suÆciently small. In general, the value of the due date
may inuence the computational complexity. From another point of view, we
see that it follows from Condition (M) that the optimal objective function value
of a certain problem cannot increase by increasing the due date while keeping
constant all other problem data.

In the literature, both aspects | computational complexity and optimal ob-
jective function value | are considered. Baker and Scudder,8 referring to a result
by Bagchi et al.,7 strengthen Kanet's result by calling a due date d non-restrictive
if

d � �; (1)

where

� =

�
pn + pn�2 + pn�4 + � � �+ p2; if n is even
pn + pn�2 + pn�4 + � � �+ p1; if n is odd

; (2)
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which is in fact the minimal due date for which a Kanet-schedule remains to be
feasible. This is restrictivity rather from the point of view of complexity.

On the other hand, Webster9 states: \If the optimal cost cannot decrease with
increases in the common due date, then the problem is an unrestricted common
due date problem : : : The restricted common due date problem is generally much
more diÆcult to solve."

These de�nitions are compatible with some problems with one machine. As
an example, consider the problem 1jj

Pn
i=1 jCi � dj. If d < � (which violates

Equation (1)), the optimal objective function value is in general higher than the
objective function value for the Kanet schedule with d � �. Nevertheless, the
two de�nitions are di�erent for more complicated problems. The lowest possible
optimal objective function value of problem F4jj

P
jCi � dj is the same as the

objective function value of the Kanet-schedule with the processing times on M4

of the jobs as input data. The question whether there exists a schedule with such
an objective function value for a certain due date is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Consider as an example the following special case: Let the processing times on
M4 be zero for all jobs. The optimal objective function value is 0. Let C�max be
the optimal objective function value of F3jjCmax with the processing times on the
�rst three machines of the jobs of the original problem as input data. Obviously,
d = C�max is the minimal due date for which the optimal objective function value
of problem F4jj

P
jCi � dj can be reached. F3jjCmax is NP-hard in the strong

sense.10 Hence, we are of the opinion that Webster's de�nition is not appropriate
for multi-stage scheduling problems.

We propose the following de�nition, which provides that both aspects are
preserved for multi-stage systems:

De�nition 2 For a scheduling problem with certain input data denote with F �
d

the optimal objective function value for a due date value d. Further, let Sd be the
set of all optimal schedules for a due date d. A due date ~d is called non-restrictive
if:

F �
~d
= min

d
fF �

d g (3)

and if there exists a schedule ~S 2 S ~d with the property that there is no d which
ful�lls the two conditions

� F �
~d
= F �

d and

� there is a schedule Sd 2 Sd which can be determined with lower computa-
tional complexity than ~S.

Speaking informally: A due date is non-restrictive, if and only if by increas-
ing the due date neither the objective function value nor the complexity of the
optimization problem can be reduced.
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As we see from the above discussion, the decision whether some due date is
non-restrictive or not may be an NP-hard problem. However, there is an suÆcient
criterion, which is easy to verify, for a due date to be non-restrictive: If the due
date is greater than or equal to the sum of all processing times on all machines,
the due date is non-restrictive.

2.3 Constraintness versus Restrictivity

In the literature, the terms constraintness and restrictivity are mixed up. One
reason may be the misleading intuition that an optimal schedule for a restrictive
due date necessarily starts at time 0. For instance, Bagchi et al.,7 considering
problem 1jj

P
jCi � dj, write: \When d < �, it should be evident that in an

optimal schedule jobs are again processed continuously from t = 0 to t =
Pn

i=1 pi;
however, there is no guarantee that an optimal schedule will contain no job j with
sj < d and cj > d1." Szwarc6 gives as a counterexample a problem with restrictive
due date, where the only optimal schedules have idle time between time 0 and
the starting time of the �rst processed job. (Nevertheless, there is always an
optimal schedule for problem 1jj

P
jCi�dj which has either no idle time between

time 0 and the starting time of the �rst processed job or a job completing exactly
at the due date.) The de�nitions given above are an attempt to distinguish the
terms more accurately. According to this, a problem may be either constrained
or unconstrained. An unconstrained problem may have a restrictive or a non-
restrictive due date. With this de�nition, we are able to classify the problems
without intermediate storage costs. For a non-restrictive due date, the problem
J�jj

P
jCi � dj reduces to the following problem. Let Pi (i = 1; : : : ; �) be the

set of processing times on machine Mi of the jobs whose last operation has to be
processed on Mi. The job shop problem reduces to � independent 1jj

P
jCi � dj

problems with sets Pi as input data. Each of these � problems can be solved by
Kanet's algorithm in O(jPij log jPij) time. The remaining (non-last) operations
can be scheduled feasibly in an arbitrary way. Therefore, the overall complexity
is O(�n logn). Analogously, we �nd that the objective function value of problem
F�jj

P
jCi�dj can be calculated in O(n logn) time and the complete scheduling

problem can be solved optimally in O(n logn + n�) time for a non-restrictive
common due date. Especially, there holds:

Lemma 1 For problem F�jj
P

jCi � dj with a non-restrictive due date, the ob-
jective function value of the Kanet-schedule with the processing times on M� of
the jobs as input data is a tight lower bound.

ProblemO�jj
P

jCi�dj reduces, for a non-restrictive due date, toQ�jj
P

jCi�
dj, which is polynomially solvable as well.11

1Slight modi�cation of the notation in order to meet the usage in this article.
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3 Basic Properties of Problems with Intermedi-

ate Storage Costs

In this section, we present some basic properties of multi-stage earliness-tardiness
problems with intermediate storage costs. Furthermore, we present a simple
enumerative algorithm.

3.1 Basic Properties

Lemma 2 For problem F�jj
P

jCi�dj+
P��1

j=1

P
i(si j+1�ci j) with non-restrictive

due date, there is an optimal schedule with c�m � = d, where m = bn+1
2
c, and �

is the Kanet-order on machine M�.

Remark: The proof is analogous to the one-machine problem. Note that c�m � 2
[d; d + p�m �] is suÆcient if n is even. The sequences on M1; : : : ;M��1 may be
di�erent from �. The lemma remains to be true for a job-dependent weighted
penalty of the intermediate storage time.

Lemma 3 For problem F�jj
P

jCi�dj+
P��1

j=1

P
i(si j+1�ci j) with non-restrictive

due date, there exists an optimal schedule where the early jobs onM� are processed
without idle time.

Remark: This is due to the fact that the additional penalty due to an increase of
intermediate storage costs is exactly compensated by the decrease of the penalty
caused by the deviation from the due date. Hence, the statemenent of Lemma 3
remains to be true for the problem F�jj

P
hijCi � dj +

P��1
j=1

P
i wi j(si j+1 �

ci j) with weighted linear penalties for the intermediate storage time and job-
dependent penalties for the deviation from the due date as long as the weights
wi ��1 for (si � � ci ��1) are lower than or equal to the weights hi for jCi � dj for
all jobs i = 1; : : : ; n.

Property 1 For problem F2jj
P

jCi � dj +
P
(si 2 � ci 1) and a non-restrictive

due date d, there are instances for which no permutation schedule is optimal.

Example 1 We consider the instance given in Table 1 with a non-restrictive due
date.

jobs 1 2 3 4
M1 6 15 10 2
M2 6 6 9 1

Table 1: Processing times of Example 1
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The best permutation schedules have the objective function value 25 and are
given in Figures 1 and 2, but there exists (exactly) one non-permutation schedule
with an objective function value of 24 as shown in Figure 3. Note that all three
Gantt-charts illustrate only one of the various optimal schedules for the sequence
�2 on M2, since for an even number n of jobs the optimal starting time of the
middle job can vary within an interval (see remark after Lemma 2). Note further
that the actual value of the due date does not inuence the objective function
value | it is suÆcient that it is non-restrictive, which is surely the case for due
dates greater than or equal to the sum of all processing times, which is in this
example 55.

INSERT FIGURES 1-3 HERE

Property 2 For problem F2jj
P

jCi � dj +
P
(si 2 � ci 1) with d = 0, there are

instances where no permutation schedule is optimal.

Example 2 Consider the job data given in Table 2. In all optimal schedules, the
job sequence starts with (1,4,3,2) on M1 and (1,2,3,4) on M2.

Mi 1 2 3 4 5; : : : ; 20
M1 1 3 4 5 100
M2 29 31 33 36 100

Table 2: Processing times of Example 2

Lemma 4 If there exists a schedule for problem F�jj
P

jCi�dj+
P��1

j=1

P
i(si j+1�

ci j) with a non-restrictive due date d without intermediate storage costs where the
jobs on M� are ordered in Kanet-order without idle time, then this schedule is
optimal.

As a direct consequence, there exists the following polynomially solvable case: If
d is non-restrictive and

min
i2N

fpi j+1g � max
i2N

fpi jg;

for j = 1; : : : ; � � 1, then the Kanet-schedule on M� and ci j = si j+1 (j =
1; : : : ; �� 1) for all i 2 N is optimal.
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3.2 Enumeration Algorithm for

F2jj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si 2 � ci 1)F2jj

P
jCi � dj+

P
(si 2 � ci 1)F2jj

P
jCi � dj+

P
(si 2 � ci 1)

Based on the results given above, we are able to give a simple enumeration al-
gorithm for problem F2jj

P
jCi � dj +

P
(si 2 � ci 1) with a non-restrictive due

date d. Due to Property 1 it is necessary to distinguish the permutations �1 and
�2 of the job set on M1 and M2, respectively. The following procedure is able
to �nd a best schedule for given permutations �1; �2 and a non-restrictive due
date. This best schedule is an optimal schedule for the problem if there is no
other best schedule for di�erent permutations �1 and �2 with a lower objective
function value.

First, we de�ne a start schedule as follows.

1. Initialization of the jobs on M2: Let c�2m 2 := d (see Lemma 2). All (early
and tardy) other jobs on M2 are scheduled without idle time.

2. Initialization of the jobs on M1: Let c�1n 1 := s�1n 2. For i = n � 1 to 1: Set
c�1i 1 = minfs�1i 2; s�1i+1 1

g.

If this start schedule has no intermediate storage costs, we can stop here, since
this is already the best schedule. Otherwise, let i be the highest index of �1 with
c�1i 1 < s�1i 2. Let j be the index of �1 with

j = min
1�k�i

n
kjc�1l 1 < s�1l 2 for k � l � i

o

and ~{ � i be the index of �2 with �2
~{ = �1

i . If n + j � 1 � 2~{, we decrease
i and repeat the test above. If n + j � 1 < 2~{, we can decrease the objective
function value by increasing the starting times of the jobs �1

j ; ; : : : ; �
1
n on M1 and

�2
~{+1; : : : ; �

2
n on M2 by

Æ = min
j�k�i

n
s�1k 2 � c�1k 1

o
:

We repeat this procedure without decreasing i. Due to the condition n+j�1 < 2~{,
we can stop the algorithm if ~{ = m� 1. The inequality n+ j � 1 < 2~{ is derived
by the following argumentation. Increasing the starting times of the jobs ~{; : : : ; n
on M2 by one unit increases the objective function value by 2(n � ~{) (deviation
from the due date plus storage of intermediates). After this operation, increasing
the starting times of the jobs j; : : : ; n on M1 by one unit reduces the costs by
n � j + 1. Thus, we can reduce the overall objective function value through a
combination of these two operations if n� j + 1 > 2(n� ~{).

Example 3 We illustrate the algorithm by the following example with seven jobs
given in Table 3. We consider the permutations �1 = �2 = (6; 3; 1; 4; 7; 5; 2). We
get the schedule S0 given in Figure 4.
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jobs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
M1 9 13 16 16 12 20 6
M2 17 11 16 2 12 17 2

Table 3: Processing times of Example 3

INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE

Schedule S0 has intermediate storage costs. Hence, we try to reduce these
costs. According to the algorithm described above, the highest index with c�1i 1 <
s�1i 2 is i = 6 (= ~{). Furthermore,

j = min
1�k�6

n
kjc�1l 1 < s�1l 2 for k � l � 6

o
= 1:

Since n+j�1 = 7 < 2~{ = 12, we can reduce the objective function value through
an increase of the starting times of job 2 on both machines and of the preceding
jobs on M1 by

Æ = min
1�k�6

n
s�1k 2 � c�1k 1

o
= 1:

This leads to the schedule S1 given in Figure 5.

INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE

Since now c�16 1 = s�16 2, the algorithm reduces i by one. The algorithm deter-
mines for i = 5 = ~{ now j = 1, which leads to

Æ = min
1�k�5

n
s�1k 2 � c�1k 1

o
= 5

and the schedule S2 in Figure 6.

INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE

Still, there holds c�15 1 < s�15 2, hence we calculate j without decreasing i. We
get j = 2. Since n+ j � 1 = 8 < 2~{ = 10, we get

Æ = min
2�k�5

n
s�1k 2 � c�1k 1

o
= 1:

Again we have c�15 1 < s�15 2. We get j = 3, n + j � 1 = 9 < 2~{ = 10, and Æ = 4,

which yields schedule S3 given in Figure 7. Now, we have c�15 1 = s�15 2, and we
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decrease i by one. We get j = 3. Since n + j � 1 = 9 � 2~{ = 8, we reduce i
without the shift-operation, getting i = 3 = m � 1, and stop. Thus, Figure 7
displays the best schedule for the given permutations �1 = �2 = (6; 3; 1; 4; 7; 5; 2).

INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE

This algorithm is able to solve problems with seven jobs in two minutes on
an Intel Celeron with 466 MHz. The counterexample given in Table 1 has been
found with the help of this algorithm.

4 The Flow Shop Problem with Intermediate

Storage Costs

In this section, we will establish the NP-hardness in the strong sense of the
problem F2jj

P
jCi�dj+

P
(si 2� ci 1) with a non-regular objective function and

a non-restrictive due date as well as for the corresponding problem F2jj
P

Ci +P
(si 2� ci 1) with a regular objective function. The latter can also be seen as the

problem F2jj
P

jCi � dj +
P
(si 2 � ci 1) with d = 0. Garey et al.10 proved that

F2jj
P

Ci is NP-hard in the strong sense. We will make use of their approach,
but with several modi�cations and extensions. There are complexity results for
in�nite high intermediate storage costs, e.g. intermediate storage is forbidden.
Gupta12 showed that this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense by reducing
the problem to a traveling salesman problem.

Note that it is not obvious that the problems considered in this article are
NP-hard in the strong sense as well for two reasons. First, as we described in
the preceding section, F2jj

P
jCi� dj is polynomially solvable for non-restrictive

d. Second, problem F2jj
P
(si 2 � ci 1) is obviously polynomially solvable as well

with the optimal objective function value of 0.
The recognition version of the 3-Partition problem which we will use in the

complexity proofs can be formulated as follows: Given positive integers n, B, and
a set of integers A = fa1; a2; : : : ; a3ng with

P3n
i=1 ai = nB and B=4 < ai < B=2 for

1 � i � 3n, does there exist a partition < A1; A2; : : : ; An > of A into 3-element
sets such that

P
a2Ai

a = B for i = 1; : : : ; n?

Theorem 1 The problem F2jj
P

jCi � dj +
P
(si 2 � ci 1) with a non-restrictive

common due date is NP-hard in the strong sense.

Proof: The proof is done by reduction from 3-Partition. Suppose we are
given n, B, and A = fa1; a2; : : : ; a3ng as speci�ed in the 3-Partition problem.
The corresponding input to the two-machine ow shop problem is derived in two
main steps in the following way. First, we will �nd an instance of the problem for
which we can calculate the optimal schedule and the optimal objective function
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value easily; this will be called the skeleton schedule. This optimal schedule will
de�ne n time intervals around the due date where M1 is idle. These time slots
will all have the same appropriate length. In a second step, we add to the jobs of
the skeleton schedule jobs which have to be processed in these time slots on M1

in order to get a schedule with an objective function value lower than a certain
bound. We will show, too, that this �lling of the time slot is possible if and only
if 3-Partition has a solution.

We introduce the following quantities:

m =

�
n + 1

2

�

k > nB

v > 4n(k + 3)B (4)

r = v(k + 3) +B

G1 =
k(k � 1)

2
v + 3kv (5)

G2 = (k + 3)r(m(m� 1) +m(n + 1� 2m)) (6)

G = nG1 + nB +G2

x > 2G

o > 2G; o even (7)

f > 2G

Each job i is characterized by the ordered pair of its processing times (pi 1; pi 2)
on M1 and M2, respectively. The input data for the skeleton schedule, which is a
part of the whole instance we have to construct to prove the complexity, consists
of the following o+ n+ f + 2 jobs:

1. job set O = fOijOi = (x; x) for i = 1; : : : ; og,

2. job set L = fLijLi = (0; r) for i = 1; : : : ; ng,

3. job U = (x; 0),

4. job W = (0; x),

5. job set F = fFijFi = (0; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; fg.

First, we describe the skeleton schedule, and then we explain why this schedule
is optimal, and in which sense it is unique. The optimal schedule for the instance
given above is a permutation schedule which is not true in general (see Prop-
erty 1). We set for the jobs in L cLg 2 = d + r(g � m) and cLg 1 = sLg 2 for all
g = 1; : : : ; n. Each job g of L constitutes a slot, e.g. a time interval Ig:

Ig =

�
[sLg 1;minfcLg 2; sLg+1 1g]; g 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n� 1g
[sLg 1;minfcLg 2; sW 1g]; g = n

(8)
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The n jobs scheduled in the way given above yield our desired n time slots, each
of length v(k + 3) +B on M1.

To keep the formulae short, let � = d� rm. Immediately before the �rst job
of L is processed, job U is scheduled with cU 1 = sU 2 = cU 2 = �. Immediately
after the last job of L, jobW is scheduled with sW 1 = cW 1 = sW 2 = �+rn. The
jobs of O are scheduled symmetrically around the jobs scheduled so far (o = jOj
is an even number, see Inequality (7)), that means:

1. cOo=2 2 = sU 2 and cOo=2 1 = sOo=2 2; cOi 2 = sOi+1 2 and cOi 1 = sOi+1 1 for
i = o=2� 1; o=2� 2; : : : ; 1.

2. sOo=2+1 2 = cV 2 and sOo=2+1 1 = sV 2; sOi+1 2 = cOi 2 and sOi+1 1 = cOi 1 for
i = o=2 + 1; o=2 + 2; : : : ; o� 1.

The jobs of F start and end at the due date d. Thus, there is no idle time on
M2 between the processing of the jobs, even for the tardy ones. A sketch of the
skeleton schedule is given in Figure 8. Each box in the Gantt-charts given in
the remainder of the paper contains the processing time of the job and, where
necessary, the corresponding job in parantheses.

INSERT FIGURES 8-9 HERE

The optimality of this schedule can be seen by the following argumentation.
First, the starting time on M2 is the completion time on M1 for every job in this
schedule. Thus, there are no intermediate storage costs at all. Furthermore, the
jobs on M2 are ordered \nearly" according to the Kanet-order which is optimal
for the corresponding one-machine problem. The only exception is the scheduling
of U . Since the processing time of this job onM2 is zero, it would be scheduled at
time d in the optimal one-machine schedule. So the whole di�erence between the
value of the schedule described above and the lower bound according to Lemma
1 is given by d � cU 2, which is mr. Without an alteration of cU 1, the schedule
with cU 2 = d has the same objective function value as the one described above,
since the decrease in the penalty due to the deviation from the due date is exactly
compensated by the increase of the penalty cU 1 � sU 2. Hence, there are m + 1
(as will be clear soon optimal) schedules only di�ering in sU 2: sU 2 = � + ir for
i = 0; : : : ; m. The only possibility remaining which could be able to reduce the
objective function value further is a change in the starting time of sU 2 within the
interval (�; �+nr) together with an appropriate increase of sU 1 towards the due
date. Clearly, the maximum additional decrease of the objective function value is
mr. In order to increase sU 1, we have to change the starting times of some jobs
of set L on M1 as well. Since o is greater than 2G, increasing the starting time
of any job of L even by only one unit would increase the penalty for the jobs of
O by more than G > mr. But the starting times on M1 of the jobs of L cannot
be decreased either, since this can only be achieved by interchanges of some jobs
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in L with U on M1. This would increase the objective function value by at least
x� 2r > G for the case of exchanging the order of processing on M1 between U
and L1.

Without the job set F, a shift of all starting times of all jobs on both machines
by 1 increases the objective function value by only 1 if n is odd and not at all
if n is even. This is due to the fact that all increased tardiness penalties are
compensated by the decreased earliness penalties except for the job Lm for odd
n, which was punctual before and would now be penalized by d+1� d = 1. Due
to the jobs in F, the objective function value is increased by f additionally by
performing a shift of the schedule by one time unit. If n is even, a shift of all
starting times except for the jobs of F on both machines by r is possible, but
this does neither change the objective function value nor the argumentation in
the remainder of the proof.

The schedule constructed so far is unique apart from permutations of the
jobs within their job set O or L and the described modi�cations of the starting
time sU 2 (and the shift by r if n is even). These in total o!l!(m + 1) for odd
and 2o!l!(m + 1) for even n optimal schedules are regarded as equivalent. The
member of this set of equivalent schedules which was de�ned above is referred to
as the skeleton schedule in the remainder.

Let the objective function value of this optimal schedule be Y . Now add the
following (3 + k)n jobs to the present job set:

1. Q = fQijQi = (v + ai; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; 3ng

2. V = fVijVi = (v; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; kng

If a solution of 3-Partition exists, the n slots on M1 of the skeleton schedule of
length v(k+3)+B can be �lled exactly. We number these slots according to the
constituting L-job from 1 to n. Consider one such slot g 2 f1; : : : ; ng. The indices
of the three Q-jobs contained are �g(1), �g(2), �g(3) with a�g(1) � a�g(2) � a�g(3)
and

P3
i=1 a�g(i) = B for all g 2 f1; : : : ; ng. The jobs of each �lled slot g are

executed on M2 at the completion time cLg 2 of the constituting L-job g. The
jobs in the slot are assigned according to the LPT-rule (see Figure 9). The
resulting contribution IS to the objective function value due to the intermediate
storage costs contains the values of a�g(1) � a�g(2) � a�g(3) explicitly. An upper
bound without these values can be derived as follows:

IS =
k(k � 1)

2
v + kv + (kv + a�g(1)) + (kv + a�g(1) + a�g(2))

�
k(k � 1)

2
v + 3kv +B = G1 +B;

with G1 as given in Equation (5). Additionally, we have the penalty due to the
deviation of the completion time of the jobs of Q and V on M2 from the due date.
For each slot g, this completion time is � + gr for all the contained k + 3 jobs,
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thus G2 (see Equation (6)) is the total contribution to the objective function value
caused by the deviation of the completion time of the jobs in the slots from the
due date. Summing up the penalties of the skeleton schedule, the upper bound
G1 for the intermediate storage costs of each of the n slots, and G2, we get the
following upper bound for the optimal objective function value of the complete
instance:

Z = Y + nG1 +G2 + nB: (9)

Hence, if 3-Partition has a solution, there exists a schedule with an objective
function value no greater than Z. In order to complete the proof, we have to
assure that the existence of such a schedule is suÆcient for the existence of a
solution of 3-Partition.

It is clear that the �lled time slots can have the same length v(k+3)+B only
if 3-Partition has a solution. Thus, it remains to show that in any schedule with
an objective function value lower than or equal to Z, all n time slots must have
the length v(k + 3) +B.

From the discussion above it is clear that the contribution Y of the skeleton
schedule is the minimal contribution to the overall objective function value. Also,
we can exclude modi�cations, based on a shift of the starting times of all jobs by
the same amount, since this does not change the size of the slots. Modi�cations
of the order of processing of the jobs of the skeleton schedule which do not lead
to one of the equivalent schedules described above will increase the contributions
of the jobs of the skeleton schedule by more than G and thus lead to an objective
function value signi�cantly higher than Z.

Obviously, no job of V or Q can be completed after cLn 2, since the additional
penalty due to the tardiness for this job is at least x. As well, no job of V or Q
can be completed before cL1 2.

Furthermore, no job of V or Q can be started before sL1 1 on M1, since there
are only two possibilities of starting a job of V or Q before sL1 1. First, we can
exclude an exchange with any job of the skeleton schedule which is processed
before sL1 1, since this would increase the costs of intermediate storage by more
than G. The second possibility is a decrease of the starting times of all jobs of
the skeleton schedule on M1 which are processed before sL1 1 by a value Æ. But
this would increase the according intermediate storage costs of these skeleton jobs
by (o=2 + 1)Æ > ÆG (o=2 jobs of O and the job U). Thus, the processing of all
additional jobs has to occur within the time window [�; � + nr] in order to get a
schedule with an objective function value no greater than Z. Note that the jobs
of V and Q which are started on M1 before d do not need to be completed on M2

exactly when the constituting job of L is completed on M2, but can be shifted
to any other constituting job of a following slot before or at the due date since
the additional costs of the intermediate storage are exactly compensated by the
reduction of the earliness. Nevertheless, at least the additional jobs in the slot
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which is completed on time (precisely at the due date) have to be completed on
M2 exactly at d as well.

It remains to be shown that all slots Ig (g = 1; : : : ; n, see Equation (8)) must
have the same length v(k+3) +B in order to get an objective function value no
greater than Z. All additional jobs are to be scheduled within the time window
[�; � + nr]. We will now prove that every schedule with this property and one
slot containing more than k+3 jobs can be transformed in polynomial time into
a schedule with an objective function value at least 2n(k + 3)B lower in which
every slot contains exactly k + 3 jobs.

The algorithm is as follows. We start with the slot Ig with the highest index
g which contains more than k+3 jobs. If the number of jobs is higher than k+4,
we exchange the order of processing of job Lg and the job of set V or Q on M1,
which is processed immediately after job Lg, until the number of jobs in the slot
is k + 4. Clearly, every exchange reduces the objective function value by at least
v. If the number of jobs is k + 4, there can occur two cases. Let b be the job
following immediately after job Lg on M1. If cb 1 � sLg 2, we can exchange the
order of processing of jobs Lg and b onM1. By doing so, we decrease the objective
function value by at least v. In the second case, cb 1 > sLg 2. Hence, there are
jobs of Q which are processed before Lg on M1. Our aim is to decrease cb 1 such
that cb 1 � sLg 2. This is done by pairwise interchanges of V-jobs (di�erent from
b) in slot g with Q-jobs in slots which are processed before slot g. Since the
processing time of a job of Q is bigger than v, the costs of intermediate storage
increase for all jobs in-between interchanged jobs. It follows that in the worst
case all jobs of Q which are processed before Lg are in slot 1 and g = n. Since
ai > B=4, we will at the most need four such interchanges. An upper bound for
the total increase of the objective function value due to intermediate storage is
2n(k + 3)B (ai < B=2). The scanning and the pairwise interchanges for all the
at the most four jobs of Q can be done in O(n) time. After these operations,
we have cb 1 � sLg 2. Hence, we can reduce the objective function value by at
least v by interchanging job Lg with job b, which leads to an overall reduction
of the objective function value compared with the original schedule of at least
2n(k + 3)B due to Inequality (4).

Thus, without loss of generality, we only need to consider schedules with
exactly k+3 jobs in the slots. Note that in Equation (9) the contribution nG1+G2

is the penalty for the jobs processed in the slots if all k + 3 jobs have the same
processing time v on M1. This means that Y + nG1 + G2 is a lower bound for
the optimal objective function value because the processing time of the jobs of Q
is greater than v.

In order to complete the proof, we will show that a slot with a length greater
than v(k + 3) + B leads to an objective function value which is more than nB
greater than the one we de�ned under the assumption that the instance of 3-
partition has a solution. If one slot contains a total processing time on M1 of
Æ+ r, then the starting time of the constituting job of L on M1 is decreased by Æ.
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This results in additional intermediate storage costs for the jobs of the preceding
slot of Æ(k + 3) > nB.

Corollary 1 Problem F2jj
P

Ci+
P
(si 2� ci 1) is NP-hard in the strong sense.

This follows as a direct consequence from the proof of Theorem 1, since the tardy
jobs in the optimal schedule given above are obviously a suitable instance to
establish the NP-hardness in the strong sense of problem F2jj

P
Ci+

P
(si 2�ci 1)

with a regular optimization problem.

5 The Open Shop Problem with Intermediate

Storage Costs

In this section, we will prove that the analogous open shop problem is NP-hard
in the strong sense for d = 0 and a non-restrictive due date. The notation for the
intermediate storage costs has to be slightly changed for the open shop problem.
With si [2]�ci [1], we denote the time between the completion of the �rst operation
and the start of the second operation, since the order of processing can be chosen
arbitrarily.

5.1 NP-Hardness for d = 0d = 0d = 0

Theorem 2 The problem O2jj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si [2] � ci [1]) with a common due

date d = 0 is NP-hard in the strong sense.

Proof: Again, we prove the claim by reduction from 3-Partition in the
formulation given in Section 4. First, we de�ne the following values:

v > 4nB

t = 3v +B

P ~V = 4nv +

�
3

2
n(n� 1) + n

�
t (10)

PT =
n(n + 1)

2
t (11)

x > PT + P ~V

PX = 2ntx + x2(x+ 1) (12)

Given an instance of 3-Partition, we construct an instance of the scheduling
problem with 4n+ 2x jobs divided into the following sets:

1. T = fTijTi = (t; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; ng,

2. X1 = fX1ijX1i = (x; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; xg,
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3. X2 = fX2ijX2i = (0; x) for i = 1; : : : ; xg,

4. V = fVijVi = (0; ai + v) for i = 1; : : : ; 3ng.

The recognition problem is: Given the above instance for O2jj
P

jCi � dj +P
(si [2]� ci [1]), does there exist a schedule with an objective function value lower

than P ~V + 2nB + PX + PT ? We will now de�ne such a schedule under the as-
sumption that 3-Partition has a solution. Without loss of generality, this solution
is of the following form for all i = 1; : : : ; n:

ai + ai+n + ai+2n = B (13)

ai � ai+n � ai+2n (14)

The partial sequence (i; i + n; i + 2n) is called i-th triple. Obviously, the jobs of
sets X1 and X2 have to be scheduled last in order to get a low objective function
value. The other jobs must be processed without idle time in the interval [0; nt].
The schedule is as follows (i = 1; : : : ; n and j = 1; : : : ; x):

sVi 1 = cVi 1 = sVi 2 = (i� 1)t

sVi+n 1 = cVi+n 1 = (i� 1)t

sVi+n 2 = cVi 2

sVi+2n 1 = cVi+2n 1 = it

cVi+2n 2 = it

sTi 1 = (i� 1)t

sTi 2 = it

sX2j 2 = sX1j 1 = nt+ (j � 1)x

sX1j 2 = sX2j 1 = nt+ jx

A sketch can be found in Figure 10.

INSERT FIGURE 10 HERE

Obviously, a schedule is not uniquely determined by the above scheduling pro-
cedure. For instance, we can change the sequence (V1; Vn+1; V2n+1; V2; Vn+2; V2n+2)
into (V2; Vn+2; V2n+2; V1; Vn+1; V2n+1). Thus, as in the NP-hardness proof for
F2jj

P
jCi � dj +

P
(si 2 � ci 1), the schedule de�ned above is a representative

of the set of all possible schedules of this form. This is of no importance for the
proof, just as little as the fact that the objective function value is lower if the job
with longest processing time of a triple i, job Vi+2n, is processed in-between jobs
Vi and Vi+n.
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The contributions of X1;X2, and T to the objective function value of this
schedule are PX and PT as given in Equations (12) and (11). The penalties Q1,
Q2, Q3 for the jobs V1; : : : ; Vn, Vn+1; : : : ; V2n, V2n+1; : : : ; V3n, of V are

Q1 =
n(n� 1)

2
t+ nv +

nX
i=1

ai (15)

<
n(n� 1)

2
t+ nv +

nB

2

Q2 =
n(n� 1)

2
t+ 3nv +

nX
i=1

ai +
nX
i=1

ai +
2nX

i=n+1

ai (16)

<
n(n� 1)

2
t+ 3nv +

3nB

2

Q3 =
n(n+ 1)

2
t (17)

We will make use of the following lower bound P ~V (see Equation (10)) for
the contribution of the jobs of set V to the objective function value. This bound
is the value for scheduling 3n identical jobs of a set ~V consisting of ~Vi = (0; v) for
i = 1; : : : ; 3n in the gaps made by the jobs Ti = (t; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; n: Without
loss of generality, we assume that the jobs are numbered according to the order
of completion. Let us start with the last job processed of ~V. This job ~V3n can
be completed on M2 in the interval [nt � nB; nt]. Obviously, the completion
time nt for ~V3n on both machines yields the lowest contribution to the objective
function value of this job. The second and third last jobs ~V3n�1 and ~V3n�2 can
be completed in the intervals [nt � nB � v; nt� v] and [nt � nB � 2v; nt� 2v],
respectively. Obviously, the lowest contribution to the objective function value
of ~V3n�1 and ~V3n�2 is achieved if s ~V3n�2 1 = s ~V3n�2 2 = (n� 1)t, s ~V3n�1 1 = (n� 1)t
and s ~V3n�1 2 = (n � 1)t + v. The same argumentation can be applied to the

jobs ~V3(n�1); ~V3(n�1)�1 and ~V3(n�1)�2 and so on. The di�erence between P ~V and
Q1 +Q2 +Q3 is less than 2nB.

It remains to be shown that there is no schedule with an objective function
value less than P ~V + 2nB + PX + PT if 3-Partition has no solution. In this
case, there is a k 2 [1; : : : ; n] to which there is one job l of V with sl 2 < tk and
cl 2 > tk. Since nt� 3nv = nB, there can occur only two cases.

The �rst possibility is 0 < Æ := tk�sl 2 < nB. Since a job cannot be processed
simultaneously on both machines, job l is processed at time t(k � 1) on M1 to
get a low objective function value, which leads to intermediate storage costs of
t� Æ. Job l is completed at time tk + v + al � Æ. Summing up, we get as a lower
bound of the contribution of job l to the objective function value:

t(k + 1) + v + al � 2Æ > t(k + 1) + v � 2nB:
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The total penalty for the other jobs in V is necessarily no less than P ~V �tk�v.
Hence, we get as a lower bound for the overall objective function value of such a
schedule

PX + PT + P ~V + t� 2nB > PX + PT + P ~V + 2nB;

and thus we can conclude that in the case of 0 < Æ := tk � sl 2 < nB, there is no
schedule leading to an objective function value lower than PX+PT+P ~V +2nB.

The second possibility is 0 < Æ := cl 2 � tk < nB. The lowest penalty for this
job is obtained by processing job l at time t(k � 1) on M1, causing intermediate
storage costs of t � v � al + Æ. Job l is completed at time tk + Æ, hence the
processing of this job is penalized in total by t(k + 1) � v � al + 2Æ. A lower
bound for the total penalty of the remaining jobs of V is P ~V � tk. It follows that
a lower bound for such a schedule is

PX + PT + P ~V + t� v � al + 2Æ > PX + PT + P ~V + 2nB: (18)

Thus, there exists a schedule with an objective function value less than PX+
PT + P ~V + 2nB if and only if 3-Partition has a solution.

5.2 NP-Hardness for Non-Restrictive ddd

Finally, we will prove that the same result holds for a non-restrictive due date.
This proof is more diÆcult, so we will give a sketch of the argumentation �rst.

As in the proof for the ow-shop problem, we will introduce a job set F to
guarantee that some of the jobs have to be completed exactly at the due date.
However, it is impossible to create time slots as in the proof for the ow-shop
problem: If one increases the starting time of the second operation of an early
job, the additional penalty due to an increase of intermediate storage costs is
exactly compensated by the decrease of the penalty caused by the deviation from
the due date. Thus, all operations of the early jobs with zero processing time
can be scheduled at time d without increasing the objective function value. Time
slots can be created only for tardy jobs. It suggests itself that we use the same
job set V derived from an instance of 3-Partition as in the proof for problem
O2jdi = 0j

P
jCi � dj +

P
(si [2] � ci [1]). This job set will be accompanied by a

job set W the elements of which cause similar costs for the deviation from the
due date but higher costs due to intermediate storage. This forces that an early
processing of the W-jobs is preferred to an early processing of the V-jobs which
are derived from an instance of 3-Partition. Finally, we will need more than 3n
jobs of job set W. This is due to the fact that the penalty for a job of set W
processed early is less than for a tardy job with the same deviation from the due
date.

Theorem 3 The problem O2jj
P

jCi�dj+
P
(si [2]� ci [1]) with a non-restrictive

due date is NP-hard in the strong sense.
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Proof: The proof is composed of the following parts. The Basic De�nitions
de�ne the instance of 3-Partition and several values like Z and �. The Basic
Properties will de�ne a set of normal schedules, which contains all candidates for
a yes-answer of the recognition problem of the form: \Does there exist a schedule
with an objective function value lower than Z +�?" Part 1 will show that only
schedules with at least n tardy T-jobs have to be considered. In Part 2, we will
prove that the objective function value of all schedules with 3k tardy jobs of V is
more than � lower than a certain value if and only if the 3-Partition subproblem
with k triples has a solution.

We will show in Part 3 that the objective function value of a schedule based
on a solution of the 3-Partition problem with k + 2 (� n) triples is more than �
lower than any schedule basing on the solution of the 3-Partition problem with
only k triples. Part 4 shows that every solution as de�ned before on the basis of
a solution of 3-Partition has an objective function value lower than Z +�.

5.2.1 Basic De�nitions: The Recognition Problem

Again, we prove the claim by reduction from 3-Partition in the formulation given
in Section 4. Without loss of generality, let n be even. (If n is odd, we add the
three jobs (0; v), (0; v), and (0; v +B) to the job set V.) We de�ne the following
positive integer values:

 � 3 (19)

� = 20n2B (20)

� > nB (21)

v > 4��2

t = 3v +B

PEW (q) =
q2

4
(18v � 15� +B)�

q

2
(3v +B) (22)

PET (q) =
q2

2
t�

q

2
t (23)

PTT (q) =
q2

2
t�

q

2
(2n+ 1)t+

2n2 + n

2
t (24)

PTW (q) =
3

2
q2t+

q

2
(6t� 25v � 6( � 1)nt� 5�� 10B) +

25

2
vn( � 1)

+ 5( � 1)nB +
5

2
( � 1)n�� 3( � 1)nt +

3

2
( � 1)2n2t

(25)

PTV (q) = �3ntq + 3( � 1)n2t+
3

2
n(n� 1)t+ 7nv + 4nB + n2B + nt (26)

x > 82n2t

PX = 2ntx + 4x3 (27)

The jobs are given by the following sets:
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1. T = fTijTi = (t; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; ng,

2. X = fXijXi = (x; x) for i = 1; : : : ; 4xg,

3. V = fVijVi = (0; ai + v) for i = 1; : : : ; 3ng,

4. W1 = fW1ijW1i = (0; v � �) for i = 1; : : : ; 5
2
( � 1)ng.

5. W2 = fW2ijW2i = (0; v + 5�+ 2B) for i = 1; : : : ; 1
2
( � 1)ng

6. W =W1 [W2

7. F = fFijFi = (0; 0) for i = 1; : : : ; PXg.

Jobs are called early if they are completed before or at the due date, and tardy
otherwise. We will use the indices � and � in the remainder to refer to the subset
of jobs scheduled early or tardy. For instance, T� is the subset of jobs of set T
which are scheduled early in a certain schedule. We will show that there exists a
schedule with an objective function value less than Z +� where

Z = min
q=1;:::;(�1)n=2

fminfLB(0; q); LB(1; q)gg+ PX

if and only if 3-Partition has a solution where LB(k; q) is de�ned by

LB(k; q) =

5(q�n+k)
2

�1X
i=0

(v � �)i

| {z }
(28)

early jobs of W1

+

3(n�k)�1X
i=0

iv +
15

2
(n� k)(q � n + k)(v � �)

| {z }
early jobs of V

+

q�n+k
2

�1X
i=0

(v + 5�+ 2B) i+

�
5

2
(q � n+ k)(v � �) + (n� k)t

�
q � n+ k

2| {z }
early jobs of W2

+

q�1X
i=0

ti

| {z }
+

n�qX
i=1

ti

| {z }
early jobs of T tardy jobs of T

+
1

2
(25v + 5�+ 10B)(n� q � k) + 12t

n�q�k
2

�1X
i=0

i

| {z }
tardy jobs of W
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+ 3kt(n� q � k) + 4kv + kt +
k�1X
i=0

3it

| {z }
tardy jobs of V

5.2.2 Basic Properties: The Normal Schedule

As in the preceding proofs, the jobs of F guarantee that one job of T is completed
on time (precisely at the due date) in a schedule with an objective function value
lower than Z + �. As well, PX is the minimal contribution of the jobs of X
under the condition that the other jobs are in a time interval nt around the due
date. We have for the contribution of the tardy jobs of X:

2(n� jT�j)tx + 2x � 2 �
xX
i=1

i = 2(n� jT�j)tx+ 2x2(x + 1):

For the early jobs of X we get

2jT�jntx + 2x � 2 �
x�1X
i=1

i = 2jT�jtx + 2x2(x� 1):

This adds up to PX as given in Equation (12). It follows that there is no idle
time in-between the completion of the last early job of X on M2 and the due
date. The same is true for the time in-between d and the starting time of the
�rst tardy job on M2 of X. We get the following equation:

(3jT�j � jW2�j � jW1�j � jV�j)v =
X
i2V�

ai � �jW1�j+ (5�+ 2B)jW2�j � jT�jB:

The right side is less than v. Thus, we get the two equations

X
i2V�

ai � �jW1�j+ (5�+ 2B)jW2�j =jT�jB (29)

jW2�j+ jW1�j+ jV�j =3jT�j (30)

Since jT�jB � nB < �, we get from Equations (29) and (30):

� the number of early jobs of W1 is a multiple of 5;

� the number of early jobs of W2 is exactly one �fth of the number of early
jobs of W1;

� the number of early jobs of set W is a multiple of six;
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� the number of early jobs of V is a multiple of 3, and the ai of the jobs
processed early sum up to a multiple of B.

The analogous statements for the tardy jobs of sets V and W hold, too. We
assume in the following that the tardy jobs of sets V and W are processed on
M1 such that the intermediate storage costs are minimal for a given sequence of
the jobs of V and W. It is obvious that the contribution of the early jobs of V
and W is minimal if they are scheduled in LPT-order on M2 and at time d on
M1. We call a schedule with the properties described so far a normal schedule.
We can conclude already that the terms given in Equation (28) describing the
contribution of the early jobs are indeed a lower bound, where q is the number of
early jobs of T and 3k is the number of tardy jobs of V. Note further that, due to
the conclusions from Equations (29) and (30), the upper summation indices given
in Equation (28) are integer in a normal schedule, since (q � (n� k)) = 2jW2j.

5.2.3 Part 1: jT�j � njT�j � njT�j � n

The optimal number of jobs processed before the due date in general depends
on the chosen sequence. First, we will show that we can decrease the objective
function value of every normal schedule with less than n tardy jobs of T by
increasing the starting times of all jobs (except those of F) by a value such that
n or more jobs are tardy. This is important in order to guarantee that all jobs of
V can be scheduled tardy.

Denote with q the number of early jobs of T. Given the sequences for M1 and
M2 for all jobs de�ned in the problem formulation, we get n+1 di�erent normal
schedules which can be classi�ed by q = 0; : : : ; n. Especially, the objective
function value of a normal schedule can be regarded as a function of q. We will
develop an upper bound for q�, the value which minimizes the objective function
value for the given sequences. To achieve this, we will use an upper bound for the
penalty of the tardy jobs and a lower bound for the penalty of the early jobs.

Note that in this part of the proof, we do not deal with an optimal scheduling
of the tardy jobs. Since we only want to calculate a suitable upper bound, it is
suÆcient to work with the scheduling of the tardy jobs as follows.

We can schedule the tardy jobs of W in blocks of size 2t, each consisting of 5
jobs of W1 and one job of W2, as illustrated in Figure 11.

INSERT FIGURE 11 HERE

For each block, this gives a penalty of

6(sTa 1 � d) + (v � �) + (3v � 3�)

+(5v + � + 2B) + (4v + 5�+ 3B) + (6v + 3� + 3B) + (6v + 2B)

= 6(sTa 1 � d) + 25v + 5�+ 10B
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if Ta is the T-job as in Figure 11.
The (tardy) jobs of V are scheduled after the jobs of W. Since we cannot

assume a solution of 3-Partition in general, we schedule the jobs onM2 according
to the SPT-rule. A sketch can be found in Figure 12.

INSERT FIGURE 12 HERE

An upper bound for the contribution of the jobs of V scheduled in this way
to the objective function value is obtained by the following argumentation. We
group the jobs in triples, as done in the NP-hardness proof for O2jdi = 0j

P
jCi�

dj +
P
(si [2] � ci [1]). The completion times of the jobs of each triple on M2 are

within the time interval of the processing of one job of T on M1. This job of T is
called associated with the triple. The triples are numbered from 1 to n. The �rst
job of the triple is started on M2 exactly when the associated T�job is started
on M1 (v1 in Figure 12) or no more than nB earlier (v4 in Figure 12). Thus,
the intermediate storage costs of the �rst job of a triple i are less than t and
the deviation from the due date is less than s ~T 1 � d + (i � 1)t + v + B. Using
similar arguments for the second job of a triple i, we get as an upper bound for
the intermediate storage costs B + v and for the deviation from the due date
s ~T 1 � d+ (i� 1)t+ 2v +B. For the third job of the i-th triple, the intermediate
storage costs are less than Bn and the deviation from the due date is less than
s ~T 1 � d + (i� 1)t+ 3v + B. Summarizing, we get for the penalty of the jobs of
set V:

3ns ~T 1 � 3nd+
n�1X
i=0

(3it+ 7v + (4 + n)B + t) (31)

The penalty for these 3n jobs is higher than the penalty for 3n jobs ofW scheduled
in blocks as given above. Thus, in order to get a lower bound for the number of
tardy jobs of T, we assume that all n jobs of V are scheduled late. In this case,
the upper bound for their contribution to the objective function value is given
by Equation (31). The penalty for the early jobs of T is:

q�1X
i=0

ti = PET (q): (32)

The early jobs of W are scheduled according to the LPT-rule:
5
2
q�1X
i=0

(v � �)i+

q
2
�1X
i=0

(v + 5�+ 2B)i +
5

4
q2(v � �) = PEW (q): (33)

The tardy jobs of T contribute with

n�qX
i=1

ti = PTT (q): (34)
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Equation (31) can be rewritten as

3n (( � 1)n� q) t +
n�1X
i=0

(3it+ 7v + (4 + n)B + t) = PTV (q): (35)

Replacing the sums by the Gaussian formula for sums, we get a di�erentiable
function in q. For the value q� which minimizes the sum of the described penalties,
there holds

q� �

�
8nt+ 16v + 7B + 5�

16t� 15�� 5B

�
: (36)

Let  = 3 and consider the case n = 2. We have to guarantee that q� � 2n = 4
for the number of early T-jobs. Since t > 30� + 10B, we get

q� �
48t+ 16v + 7B + 5�

16t� 15�� 5B

<
48t+ 17v

15t
<

54t

15t
< 4:

In the general case of  � 3 and n � 2, we have 1
2
n < q� < 2n. Thus, we can

conclude that all schedules with less than n tardy jobs can be transformed into
a schedule in which the number of tardy jobs is no less than n by increasing the
starting times of all jobs (except the ones of F) by a certain value such that the
objective function value is decreased.

5.2.4 Part 2: Necessity of a Solution of 3-Partition for a Subproblem

In this section, we consider schedules with 3k tardy jobs of V. Note that
P

i2V�
ai =

kB due to earlier results. The number q of early jobs of T is �xed.
We �rst construct a normal schedule SP (k; q) under the assumption that a

solution of 3-Partition exists for the subproblem with the 3k ai of the tardy V-jobs
as input data. We schedule the tardy jobs of W in blocks as given by Figure 11.
The jobs of V� are scheduled after the last W-job and analogously to the proof
of NP-hardness for the case d = 0 (see Figure 10). Again, note that the schedule
SP (k; q) de�ned above is not uniquely determined, but a representative of the set
of all possible schedules of this form.

We will only calculate the costs of the jobs of set V�[W� , since the costs of the
early jobs are not inuenced by the scheduling of the tardy ones. Furthermore,
the penalty for the tardy jobs of T is obviously minimal, since there are no
intermediate storage costs. For the penalty of the tardy jobs of W we get:

1

2
(25v + 5�+ 10B)(n� q � k) + 12t

n�q�k
2

�1X
i=0

i: (37)
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An upper bound for the penalty for the scheduling of set V� is

3kt(n� q � k) +
k�1X
i=0

(3it+ 4v + t+ 4B): (38)

We will make use of the following de�nition:

De�nition 3 Two tardy jobs j; k 2 V[W are called an exact pair in a schedule
S if there is a job i 2 T with ci 1 = cj 2 = sk 2. If one of the equalities is violated,
the two tardy jobs are called inexact pair.

Let us now strengthen a result given in Section 5.2.2. Let jT� j be the number
of tardy jobs of T. Denote with

Ii = [d+ �i�1t; d+ �it] (39)

for i = 1; : : : ; g with �0 = 0, �g = jT� j time intervals with the property that there
are two tardy jobs of sets V or W, where one �nishes on M2 at d+�i�1t and one
at d+ �it. Furthermore, we require that g is maximal which is equivalent to the
interval lenghts being minimal. For all time intervals Ii, there holds:

� the number of jobs of W1 is a multiple of 5;

� the number of jobs of W2 is exactly one �fth of the number of jobs of W1;

� the number of jobs of V is a multiple of 3, and the ai of the jobs processed
in Ii sum up to a multiple of B.

It follows that the number

ep =
n� q � k

2
+ k � 1 =

n� q + k

2
� 1

of exact pairs in schedule SP is maximal. If 3-Partition has no solution, the
number of exact pairs is less than ep.

De�ne

Æ� = n(5�+ 2B): (40)

By construction, for the i-th tardy job of T (i = 1; : : : ; jT� j), there are three jobs
of V and W which are started on M2 in the intervals

� [d+ t(i� 1)� Æ�; d+ t(i� 1) + Æ�] (job i1 2 V [W),

� [d+ t(i� 1)� Æ� + v� �; d+ t(i� 1) + Æ� + v+5�+2B] (job i2 2 V[W),

� [d+t(i�1)�Æ�+2v�2�; d+t(i�1)+Æ�+2v+10�+4B] (job i3 2 V[W).
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There are two forms of an inexact pair. First, we can have s(i+1)1 2 = d+ti+� =
ci3 2 with � > 0. Then s(i+1)1 1 = d+ ti and si3 1 = d+ t(i� 1). The intermediate
storage costs are � for job (i+1)1 and at least t+ �� v� 5�� 2B for job i3. The
penalty due to the deviation from the due date is at least ti + � + v � � for job
(i+ 1)1 and ti+ � for job i3.

The second possibility is s(i+1)1 2 = d + ti � � = ci3 2 with � > 0. We get
s(i+1)1 1 = d+ t(i� 1) and si3 1 = d+ ti. The intermediate storage costs are t� �
for job (i+ 1)1 and � for i3. The penalty due to the deviation from the due date
is at least ti� �+ v � � for job (i + 1)1 and ti for job i3.

Thus, if s(i+1)1 2 = d + ti = ci3 2, the penalty for the two jobs i3 and (i + 1)1
is more than v less than otherwise.

A lower bound for the best schedule in the absence of a solution of 3-Partition
can now be derived as follows. We have at most ep� 1 exact pairs. Without loss
of generality, we schedule these pairs around the �rst ep� 1 completion times of
the jobs of T. This gives a lower bound for the penalty:

ep�1X
i=1

(2it+ v � �): (41)

Since the penalty for s(i+1)1 2 = d+ ti+ � = ci3 2 with 0 < � < Æ� is lower than the
second possibility of scheduling inexact pairs, we get as a lower bound for their
contribution to the objective function value:

n�q�1X
i=ep

(�+ t+ �� v � 5�� 2B + ti+ � + v � �+ ti + �) >

n�q�1X
i=ep

(t+ 2ti� 6�� 2B):

(42)

A lower bound for the sum of the penalties of the very �rst and the last tardy
job of V� [W� is:

v � � + (n� q)t: (43)

The costs of the middle job of a triple is at least

n�q�1X
i=0

(it+ 3v � 3Æ�): (44)

Now, we add the terms in (37) and (38) and subtract the terms (41) to (44).
We get

� 2v +B(3n� 3q + k + 1) + 3Æ�(n� q) + �(6n� 6q � 5k � 10)

< �2v + 4nB + 182n2 + 6�n

< �2v + �(4 + 24�) < �2v + 28�2 < �v < ��: (45)
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This shows that the objective function value of every schedule SP basing on a
solution of 3-Partition of a subproblem with 3k elements is more than � lower
than the objective function value of any other schedule with 3k tardy jobs of V
and the same number q of early jobs of T.

To conclude this section, let us point out that the decision to schedule the jobs
of set V after the last job ofW has been made for the sake of convenience only. It
is easy to see that there holds the following property. Consider a normal schedule
with time intervals Ii (i = 1; : : : ; g) as de�ned above and g partial sequences �i
describing the order of processing of the jobs of sets V andW in the time interval
Ii. Let � be a permutation of the numbers 1; : : : ; g. Then changing the sequence
(�1; �2; : : : ; �g) for the tardy jobs of V and W of this schedule into the sequence
(��(1); ��(2) : : : ; ��(g)) will not change the objective function value.

5.2.5 Part 3: No More Than 3 Jobs of VVV are Scheduled Early

Consider a schedule with 3k tardy jobs of V. Let q be the number of early jobs of
T. So far, we have shown that a lower bound for this schedule for given q and k
is LB(k; q) as de�ned in Section 5.2.1. As mentioned at the end of Section 5.2.2,
the early jobs of V [ W are scheduled according to the LPT-rule on M2 in a
normal schedule. Thus, at �rst the jobs of W2 are processed on M2, then the
jobs of V and then the W1-jobs. Immediately after the due date the jobs of W�

are scheduled in blocks as given in Figure 11 on M2 and �nally the jobs of V� as
described in Figure 10.

We assume that a solution of 3-Partition for the complete instance with 3n
values ai of the form given in Equations (13) and (14) exists. We will write
SP (k; q) for a schedule with 3k tardy jobs of V, which bases on a solution of
3-Partition for the subproblem with the 3k elements

fa1; a2; : : : ; ak; a1+n; a2+n; : : : ; ak+n; a1+2n; a2+2n; : : : ; ak+2ng

of these tardy jobs as input data. This simpli�es the presentation, since the
schedule SP (k + 2; q) can be constructed easily out of SP (k; q) by, among other
operations, scheduling additionally the six V-jobs (0; v + ak+1), (0; v + ak+1+n),
(0; v + ak+1+2n), (0; v + ak+2), (0; v + ak+2+n), (0; v + ak+2+2n) tardy. In general,
it is not possible to extend an arbitrary solution of a subproblem of 3-Partition
with 3k elements to a solution of the problem with 3(k + 2) elements in the way
described above.

We have to prove that if a solution of 3-Partition exists, there is a schedule
where no more than 3 jobs of V are scheduled early. We show this inductively
by proving that under the assumption that if a solution of 3-Partition (for the ai
of the complete problem with 3n V-jobs) exists, there is a schedule SP (k + 2; q)
with 3(k + 2) tardy V-jobs with an objective function value which is at least �
less than LB(k; q).
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We will now develop an upper bound for the objective function value of sched-
ule SP (k+2; q) through comparison with schedule SP (k; q). We do not alter the
starting times of the jobs of W which are already early in SP (k; q). Denote with
h the starting time onM2 of the job of setW1 which is processed �rst in schedule
SP (k; q). The starting times on M2 of the jobs of V� of schedule S

P (k+ 2; q) are
chosen such that the jobs are processed (without idle time) in the time interval
[h � (n � k � 2)t; h]. The six jobs of W which are scheduled tardy in SP (k; q),
but early in SP (k + 2; q) are processed in the latter schedule in the time interval
[h� (n� k)t; h� (n� k � 2)t] on M2. (Note that this is a slight deviation from a
normal schedule to simplify the presentation | recall that we are calculating an
upper bound.) We schedule the six additional tardy jobs of V in place of the six
jobs ofW which are processed last in SP (k; q). Apart from this, we maintain the
order of processing of the jobs of set V which remain early in schedule SP (k+2; q).

An upper bound for the penalty for the six jobs of V which are processed early
in SP (k; q), but tardy in SP (k + 2; q) is in schedule SP (k + 2; q) (see Equations
(15) to (17) with n = 2):

6t(n� q � k � 2) + (t + 2v +B) + (t+ 6v + 3B) + (3t) =

6t(n� q � k � 2) + 5t + 8v + 4B; (46)

wheras a lower bound for their contribution to the objective function value of
SP (k; q) is

6

�
5

2
(q � n+ k)(v � �) + (n� k)t

�
�

6X
i=1

i(v +B): (47)

The penalty for the six jobs of W (�ve of W1 and one of W2) which are the
last ones scheduled tardy in SP (k; q) is

25v + 5�+ 10B + (n� q � k � 2)6t: (48)

The costs of scheduling them early in SP (k + 2; q) are

6

�
5

2
(q � n + k)(v � �) + (n� k)t

�
� 6(v + 2B + 5�)�

5X
i=1

i(v � �) (49)

Adding the terms given in (46) and (49) and subtracting the terms in (47) and
(48), we get

�2v + 8B � 20� < �� (50)

which proves that in a schedule with an objective function value which is less
than Z +� the number jV�j of early V-jobs is no greater than 3.
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5.2.6 Part 4: SuÆciency of a Solution of 3-Partition

It remains to be shown that a schedule based on a solution for the 3-Partition
problem (with 3n ai) has an objective function value less than Z + �. To see
this, note that an upper bound for any schedule of the described form is derived
from LB(k; q) by adding

3(n�k�1)X
i=0

iB (51)

to the lower bound for the penalty of the jobs of V�, and 8Bk to the penalty for
V� . The sum of both terms is less than �.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

This article has studied various possibilities to generalize one-machine problems
with a non-regular perfomance measure to a multi-stage environment. The com-
putational complexities of these problems can be summarized in Table 4:

Problem Due Date Complexity Section
J�jj

P
jCi � dj non-restrictive polynomial 2.3

F�jj
P

jCi � dj non-restrictive polynomial 2.3
O�jj

P
jCi � dj non-restrictive polynomial 2.3

F2jj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si 2 � ci 1) d = 0 unary NP-hard 4

F2jj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si 2 � ci 1) non-restrictive unary NP-hard 4

O2jj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si [2] � ci [1]) d = 0 unary NP-hard 5.1

O2jj
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si [2] � ci [1]) non-restrictive unary NP-hard 5.2

Table 4: Summary of the complexities of the problems considered in this article

We want to conclude this article by giving some suggestions for further re-
sarch on this topic. The enumerative algorithm presented in Section 3.2 can be
developed further to a branch and bound algorithm capable to solve instances
with more than ten jobs in a reasonable time. Additionally, this algoritm can
be generalized to non-restrictive due dates. Though, from our own experience
with developing a branch and bound algorithm for a problem without intermedi-
ate storage costs,5 we expect that this will be a challenging task. Moreover, the
average problem size which can be solved on a PC in some minutes will be signi�-
cantly lower than 20. Therefore, developing heuristics for the problems presented
here will be a commendable contribution to the applicability of scheduling theory
to real world problems.
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M1 3 2 1 4

M2 3 2 1 4

d

Figure 1: A best permutation schedule for Example 3
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M1 3 2 4 1

M2 3 2 4 1

d

Figure 2: An alternative best permutation schedule for Example 3
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M1 2 3 1 4

M2 2 3 4 1

d

Figure 3: Optimal schedule for Example 3
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M1 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

M2 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

d

Figure 4: Schedule S0
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M1 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

M2 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

d

Figure 5: Schedule S1
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M1 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

M2 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

d

Figure 6: Schedule S2
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M1 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

M2 6 3 1 4 7 5 2

d

Figure 7: Schedule S3
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M1
x(Oo=2) x(U) slot1 slotm slotm+1 slotn x(Oo=2+1) : : :

M2
: : : x(Oo=2) r(L1) : : : r(Lm) r(Lm+1) : : : r(Ln) x(W ) x(Oo=2+1)

d

Figure 8: Skeleton schedule
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M1
v v : : : v v + ag1 v + ag2 v + ag3

M2
r(Lg)

Figure 9: A slot
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M1 t t : : :

M2
v + a1 v + an+1 v + a2n+1 v + a2 v + an+2 v + a2n+2 : : :

Figure 10: Schedule for O2jdi = 0j
P

jCi � dj+
P
(si [2] � ci [1])
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M1 t(Ta) t(Tb)

M2 v � � v � � v + 5�+ 2B v � � v � � v � �

Figure 11: Block of six tardy jobs of W
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M1 t( ~T ) t : : : t

M2
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 : : : v3n�2 v3n�1 v3n

Figure 12: Tardy jobs of V


